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Abstract

We report the first precision measurements of the scaled momentum, the charge multiplicity, and the thrust of hadronic
2jets in the Breit frame in Deep Inelastic Scattering n N and n N charged current events over the Q range from 1 to 100m m

GeV2. The neutrino data, obtained in the NOMAD experiment at the CERN SPS, extend the Q2-evolution of these
parameters by two orders of magnitude, and with commensurate precision, when compared to those reported by the ep and
eqey experiments. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

We compare the fragmentation properties of the
Ž .struck quark in Deep Inelastic Scattering DIS n Nm

and n N charged current events to those of them

quarks produced in eqey annihilation and ep col-

1 Now at UCSC, Santa Cruz, CA, USA.
2 Now at University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA.
3 Now at Perugia University, Perugia, Italy.
4 Now at University of California, San Diego, USA.

lider experiments. The comparison tests the univer-
sality of the quark fragmentation process in the
region where non-perturbative effects become impor-
tant. The neutrino data, accumulated in the NOMAD

w xexperiment 1 , provide new precision measurements
of the evolution of hadronic jets. The n-data are
complementary to the results from collider experi-
ments: the space-time structure of the n-interaction is
different from those of the colliders and the region of

Ž .the momentum transfer Q extends an order of
magnitude below those accessible to the colliders.
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The event kinematics of DIS are determined by
the negative square of the four-momentum transfer,
Q2 syq2, and the Bjorken scaling variable, xs
Q2r2 PPq, where P is the four-momentum of the

Ž .nucleon. In the Quark Parton Model QPM , the
interacting quark from the nucleon carries the four-
momentum xP. The variable y, the fractional energy
transfer to the nucleon in its rest frame, is related to

2 2 'x and Q by ysQ rxs, where s is the lepton-
nucleon centre of mass energy.

w xIn the Breit frame 2 of DIS, the current region
Ž .p -0 corresponds to the direction of the outgoingz

Ž .struck quark and the remnant region p )0 con-z

tains the nucleon remnant. In the QPM approxima-
tion the struck quark and nucleon remnant have

Ž .momenta yQr2 and 1yx Qr2 x respectively. The
properties of the n N current region at an energy ofm

Q can be compared to eqey annihilation measure-
'ments at an energy of s .

Coherence effects in hadronisation are explicitly
included in the Modified Leading Log Approxima-

Ž . w xtion MLLA 3 of perturbative Quantum Chromo-
Ž .dynamics pQCD . Long wavelength gluons are un-

able to resolve individual colour charges in the par-
ton cascade, leading to a number of differences
relative to the incoherent case. The two predictions
investigated here are the slower rise in the mean

² :multiplicity of charged partons, n , with increas-ch

ing energy and the modification of the logarithmic
Ž .scaled parton momentum spectra, ln 1rx , to anp

approximately Gaussian form known as the ‘‘hump-
w xbacked’’ plateau 4 . Here x s2 prQ and p is thep

momentum of a particle measured in the Breit frame.
Power corrections to hadronic event shape vari-

ables, such as thrust, or sphericity, are expected to
have a characteristic 1rQ dependence. One approach
to modeling these non-perturbative effects is based
on an effective strong coupling constant which is
approximately universal and differs from the pertur-
bative form in the region below some energy cutoff

w xm 5,6 . The mean value of an event shape variableI
² :F at a scale m can be written as the sum of aR

perturbative and a power-corrected part:

b m0 Rpert 2² :F sF a m q F q ln F a mŽ . Ž .1 s R 2 1 s Rž /2p Q

1Ž .

16 mIpow² :F s a a m ya mŽ . Ž .F 0 I s R3p mR

b m K0 R 2y ln q q1 a m 2Ž . Ž .s Rž /2p m bI 0

where b s11y10r3, Ks67r6yp 2r2 y25r9,0

F and a are the perturbative and non-perturbative1,2 F

parameters, and a is the strong coupling constant ats
Ž .a given scale. The perturbative part, Eq. 1 , is the

second order QCD prediction in the MS scheme at
the scale m sQ. The power-corrected part containsR

Ž .a free non-perturbative parameter a m that can be0 I

interpreted as an effective strong coupling constant
below the infrared matching scale m ;2–3 GeV.I

In this analysis we use the thrust as the event
shape variable to be investigated. The thrust is calcu-
lated with respect to the current hemisphere axis

� 4ns 0,0,y1 and is defined as:

Np PnN Np z NÝ Ýi i
i i1yT s1y s1y 3Ž .z Np N Np NÝ Ýi i

i i

The sum is taken over all charged and neutral hadrons
in the current region.

2. Event selection

The neutrino data were obtained with the NO-
w xMAD detector 1 at the CERN SPS wide-band

neutrino beam produced by 450 GeV p-Be collisions.
The relative beam composition of n :n was 1:0.06m m

with the corresponding average energies of 23.6 and
22.7 GeV. The detector consisted of a 2.7 ton active
drift chamber target, a transition radiation detector, a
preshower, and an electromagnetic calorimeter inside
a dipole magnetic field of 0.4 T. Outside the mag-
netic field was an iron-scintillator hadronic calorime-
ter followed by steel absorbers instrumented with
drift chambers to measure muons. The low density,
0.1 grcm3, of the neutrino target largely composed
of carbon and the precise measurement of individual
emergent particles enabled sensitive searches for

w xneutrino oscillation 7 . These unique features of
NOMAD also enabled detailed measurement of the
hadronic jets resulting in the present study. The data
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presented here correspond to 8.6=1018 protons on
the target.

Ž .The n N n N induced charged current eventsm m
yŽ q.were selected by demanding a final state m m

identified by the muon chambers with a momentum
greater than 2.5 GeV matched to the primary vertex.
The kinematic variables were reconstructed by sum-
ming over charged and neutral particles assigned to
the primary vertex and demanding at least two pri-
mary charged tracks. The charged particles not iden-
tified as electrons or muons were assumed to be
pions. A cut of Q2 )1 GeV rejected most of the

Ž .non-scaling, quasi-Elastic QE and resonance events.
To reduce the background from neutral current inter-
actions, where a prK might decay to a muon, two
cuts were imposed. The transverse momentum of the

Ž T .muon with respect to the hadron jet P wasmH

required to be greater than 0.9 GeV and the asymme-
try between the transverse momenta of the muon and
the hadron system was required to be less than 0.3.
A total of 59 K n and 1 K n events survived them m

cuts. The neutral current and the non-scaling back-
grounds were estimated to be less than 0.2% and
0.1% respectively of the sample.

The kinematic variables and the Breit frame boost
were reconstructed using the energy and direction of
the scattered muon and the direction of the hadronic

w xjet 8 . The choice of the jet direction, as opposed to
its energy, is less susceptible to systematic shifts
caused by escaping neutrals. The four-momentum
vectors of the charged particles in the hadronic jets
were boosted to the Breit frame and assigned to the
current region if p -0.z

3. Event simulation and data correction

The LEPTO 6.1 program was used to simulate
charge current DIS events with first order elec-

w xtroweak corrections 9 . The QCD cascades and frag-
mentation were simulated using the Lund string frag-
mentation model for the hadronisation phase as im-

w xplemented in JETSET 7.3 9 . These were subse-
w xquently passed through a GEANT 10 based full

detector simulation.
The Monte Carlo simulation was used to correct

the data for event selection cuts, event migration
between x and Q2 intervals, detector effects and

reconstruction efficiencies, and track migration be-
tween current and remnant hemispheres. Bin-by-bin

Ž .correction factors for the thrust and ln 1rx distri-p

butions were calculated by forming the ratio of the
Monte Carlo distributions at the generator level to

Ž .the reconstructed level. The overall ln 1rx correc-p

tion factors were less than 20% and were indepen-
Ž .dent of ln 1rx around the peak position. Thep

correction factors for the multiplicity distributions
were in the range of 5% to 20%. For the thrust the
resulting overall correction factors were less than
10%.

4. Results

Ž .The reconstructed ln 1rx distributions forp

charged particles are shown in the Fig. 1a, in the
range 1-Q2 -100 GeV 2 for four regions in x in
the current region. The distributions are independent
of x. This is not the case for the remnant region,
shown in Fig. 1b, where the peak position moves to

Ž .higher ln 1rx as x increases. The momentump

carried by the remnant decreases as x increases and
so the phase space and the maximum scaled momen-

² :tum decrease at a given prQ. For x ;0.52,
Ž . ² :ln 1rx )y0.6 while for x ;0.11 there is ap

Ž .weaker cutoff at ln 1rx )y2.5.p

To investigate the effect of coherence, the peak
Ž .position of the ln 1rx distribution in the currentp

Ž .region, ln 1rx , was evaluated by fitting ap max

Gaussian over a range around the peak position. This
fit was motivated by the MLLA prediction for the
form of the spectrum which can be approximated by
a Gaussian distribution around the peak position,
although only at sufficiently high energies. A suit-

Ž .able restricted range for the fit was 0Q ln 1rx Qp
Ž .ln Qr2 L where L is an effective scale parameter.

The results are shown in Table 1 for Ls0.25 GeV.
The systematic errors included the contributions from
refitting the data with the systematic variations listed
in Section 5. These were combined in quadrature
with an estimate of the uncertainty on the fit ob-
tained by varying the fit range. The relative contribu-
tion to the systematic error from the fit variation was
;60%.

Ž .Fig. 2 shows the distribution of ln 1rx as ap max

function of Q for the NOMAD and ZEUS data
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. a Reconstructed ln 1rx distributions in the current region of the Breit frame as a function of x. b Reconstructed ln 1rxp p

distributions in the remnant region. The histograms are the corresponding MC results. Only the statistical errors are shown.

q y'and of s for the e e data. Over the NOMAD
range, the peak moves from ; 0.7 to 1.8, equivalent
to the momentum spectrum maximum increasing

Ž .from ; 280 to 600 MeV. The change in ln 1rxp max

can be approximated phenomenologically by the
Ž . Ž .straight line fit ln 1rx saqbln Qr1 shownp max

in Fig. 2. The values obtained from the fit to the
Ž .NOMAD n data are b s 0.65 " 0.03 stat "m

Table 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .The measured values of the a scaled momenta peak; b mean charged multiplicity and c mean thrust in the Breit frame current region as

a function of Q for n N. The first error is statistical and the second systematicm

Ž . Ž . Ž .Q range Q mean a b c
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : ² :GeV GeV ln 1rx n 1yTp max ch z

1.0–1.3 1.14 0.69"0.02"0.07 0.32"0.01"0.10 0.560"0.004"0.022
1.3–1.5 1.41 0.72"0.01"0.07 0.55"0.01"0.06 0.540"0.004"0.015
1.5–1.8 1.67 0.85"0.02"0.07 0.75"0.01"0.06 0.500"0.004"0.010
1.8–2.1 1.94 0.96"0.02"0.07 0.93"0.01"0.07 0.472"0.003"0.012
2.1–2.3 2.21 1.03"0.01"0.06 0.87"0.01"0.11 0.445"0.004"0.011
2.3–2.7 2.53 1.12"0.01"0.06 1.24"0.02"0.07 0.422"0.003"0.007
2.7–3.1 2.88 1.23"0.01"0.06 1.21"0.02"0.06 0.387"0.003"0.012
3.1–3.6 3.32 1.34"0.01"0.10 1.39"0.02"0.06 0.350"0.003"0.006
3.6–4.4 3.97 1.46"0.01"0.10 1.67"0.02"0.06 0.322"0.002"0.008
4.4–6.1 5.10 1.59"0.01"0.10 1.82"0.03"0.15 0.262"0.002"0.010
6.1–10.0 7.25 1.81"0.02"0.11 2.05"0.05"0.12 0.201"0.003"0.007
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Ž .Fig. 2. ln 1rx as a function of Q. The NOMAD data are compared to results from ZEUS, TASSO, and OPAL. A straight line fit ofp max
Ž . Ž . Ž .the form ln 1rx sbln Q qa to the n NOMAD ln 1rx values is indicated as well as the line corresponding to bs1, discussedp max m p max

in the text. The NOMAD n points show the combined statistical and systematic errors from Table 1.m

Ž .0.06 sys and as0.54"0.03"0.09. The system-
Ž .atic errors are calculated by re-fitting the ln 1rxp

distributions obtained according to the variations
listed in Section 5 and combining the deviations
from the central value of the fit parameter, b or a, in
quadrature. Also shown is the energy dependence

Ž .when bs1 as0.054"0.012 which would be
appropriate if the QCD cascade were of an incoher-

w xent nature 11 . The observed gradient is clearly
inconsistent with bs1 and confirms that coherence
effects are occurring. Although the lever arm of the
NOMAD data is short, the results are compatible

w x q ywith DIS 12 and e e annihilation experiments
w x13,14 .

Over the measured range of Q, the mean charged
² :multiplicity, n , increases by a factor of six asch

shown in Table 1. In Fig. 3, the mean multiplicity in

the current region is compared with inclusive mean
q ymultiplicity measurements from e e , ep and n pm

w xexperiments as a function of energy 12,15 . The
solid line is the extrapolation of a QCD-motivated fit

² :to higher energy measurements of the form n sch
2 2Ž .a q bexp c ln Q rQ with a s 2.527, b s( Ž .o

0.094, cs1.775 and Q s1.0 GeV; the dashed lineo

represents the MLLA predicted form of the energy
b² : Ž .Ž Ž ..dependence n saa exp cr a 1 qO a( (ch s s s

Ž .with as0.067, bs0.49, cs2.265 and O a s( s

w x Ž .0.43 16 . O a represents corrections of size a( (s s

to the energy dependence. The NOMAD n data fallm

below both predictions but lie between the purely
leptonic eqey and the semi-hadronic ep data. The
NOMAD n data are ;25% lower again.m

² :The mean thrust 1yT given in Table 1 be-z

comes smaller as Q increases. The 1yT spectraz
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² : ² :Fig. 3. Mean charged multiplicity in the current region as a function of energy. The NOMAD multiplicity, n , is compared to n r2ch ch
q y ' ² :results from e e experiments at energy Es s and n from ep and n p experiments at EsQ. The NOMAD n points show thech m m

combined statistical and systematic errors from Table 1.

become narrower and more peaked at lower values
as Q increases. The energy dependence of the mean

w x q ythrust is compared to DIS ep data 17 and e e
w x q ydata 14,18 in Fig. 4. The e e thrust values are

calculated with respect to the thrust axis at an energy
'Es s and do not correspond exactly to the n Nm

Ž 2 .thrust. The dashed line is the O a perturbatives

prediction and it can be seen that hadronisation
contributions become increasingly prevalent at low
energy. The dotted line is the reported fit to the sum

Ž . Ž .of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 for the H1 data extended to
lower Q. The solid line represents the fit to the
NOMAD and H1 data at a scale m sQ withR

a and a as free parameters. The perturbative co-s 0

efficients F s0.053, F s3.45 and the non-per-1 2

turbative coefficients a s1, m s2 GeV are takenF I
w xfrom 17,6 . The result of the fit gives a s0.508"0

Ž .0.003"0.070 and a M s0.113"0.001"0.005s Z

with a x 2rndfs24.7r16. A fit to the NOMAD
Ž .data only dot-dash line gives a s0.502"0.0050

Ž ."0.070 and a M s0.112"0.002"0.005 withs Z

a x 2rndf s13.6r9. The first error is statistical and
the second is theoretical. The theoretical error comes
from the accuracy of the QCD calculations and the
choice of different possible scales. Varying F and1

F by their reported errors introduces changes da2 s

s0.0003 and da s0.004. Varying m by "0.50 I

GeV causes changes of da s0.002 with power0

corrections changes proportional to m . However, ifI

m sQ, the assumption in the power corrections thatR

L<m <m is no longer true for all m . A varia-i R R

tion in the renormalisation scale of 0.8Q-m -R
q0.0051.5Q leads to changes of da s and da ss y0.004 0

0.07. The good agreement at low Q indicates that
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² :Fig. 4. 1yT as a function of Q. The NOMAD data are compared to results from H1 and TASSO. The dotted line is the extrapolation ofz

the MLLA fit to H1 data to NOMAD energies. The solid line is the fit including n NOMAD points. The dot-dash line is the fit to nm m

NOMAD points only. The dashed line is the perturbative second order QCD calculation. The NOMAD n points show the combinedm

statistical and systematic errors from Table 1.

the event shape can be well described by power
corrections A1rQ.

Ž .Although the value of a M , determined froms Z
² :the Q-evolution of 1yT , agrees well – andz

seemingly with comparable precision – with those of
w xother experiments 19 , we feel that the theoretical

error might be larger than the analysis yields.

5. Systematic errors

A number of systematic checks were performed in
order to investigate the sensitivity of the measured
results. The selection cuts in Section 2 were indepen-
dently varied by one sigma. These included changes
in: the primary vertex formation, the cuts on P T

m H

and transverse momentum asymmetry, the cut on the
muon momentum, and the cuts on the fiducial vol-
ume. We quantified the systematic errors due to the
discrepancies in the track reconstruction in data and
Monte Carlo. The error due to the assumption that all
final state particles were pions was checked by as-
signing the proton mass to one of the final state
hadron jet particles such that it be in the momentum
range 1-p-4 GeV and in the polar angular range
0.2-u-0.6 radians, and repeating the analysis.
The effects of Fermi motion of the nucleons was
simulated by randomly assigning a three momentum
to the nucleus selected from an isotropic distribution

w xwith a maximum momentum of 0.215 GeV 20 . The
possible reinteraction of hadronic jet particles within
the target nucleus were investigated using the NU-
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w xCRIN package 21 . The possible effect of different
structure functions on the result was checked by

w xreweighting the default GRV-HO 22 by the CCFR
w x23 parametrisation.

Ž .The maximum systematic change in ln 1rx wasp
² :at the 1.5%–2.0% level. The n was most af-ch

fected by the changes in the primary vertex forma-
tion: it was reduced by 9% at low Q and 5% in the

² :highest Q bin. All other systematic errors in nch

were typically below 5%. The systematic errors in
² :the 1yT variable were at the 0.2%–2% level.z

The systematic variations from the above checks
were combined in quadrature to yield the quoted
systematic errors in Table 1.

6. Conclusions

Charged particle distributions were measured in
the current and remnant region of the Breit frame in
DIS neutrino-nucleon interactions at low Q2. The

Ž .current region distributions ln 1rx are independentp

of x and show a dependence on Q. The best descrip-
tion of the data is achieved assuming coherence
effects where the production of soft particles and the
growth of the mean multiplicity is suppressed rela-
tive to the incoherent case. In the remnant region, the
predicted dependence on x is observed.

A comparison of these charged particle distribu-
tions with those from epcollider experiments has

² :been performed. The growth in n with Q isch

similar to that found in in ep experiments. The
Ž .evolution of ln 1rx has been measured and isp max

consistent with that observed in eqey experiments.
The fragmentation properties of the struck quark
from the nucleon in DIS that have been studied here
are compatible with those from quarks created in
eqey annihilation. The observed charged particle
spectra are consistent with the universality of quark
fragmentation.

The increase of the thrust with Q has been com-
pared to predictions using perturbative QCD calcula-
tions together with a model for describing non-per-
turbative effects at an energy an order of magnitude
lower than previous measurements. The power cor-
rection terms decrease with the expected 1rQ depen-
dence and can be described by a universal parameter

q ya that is consistent with values found in e e and0

ep experiments.
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